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predicted for S N are consistent with the experimental ESR 
data, since the predicted 2SN unpaired electron population is 
rather small. 

Given that the present results indicate that conjugation is 
far less important to the formamido free radical than it is to 
the parent formamide system, one would expect that the N - H 
bond dissociation energy in the latter should be greater than 
in nonconjugated amines. This expectation is substantiated by 
STO-3G calculations which predict that the bond energy of 
formamide is some 7.4 kcal mol - 1 greater than calculated12 

for the reaction CH 3 NH 2 -* CH 3NH- + H-. Since the dif
ference in dissociation energies is smaller than is the difference 
in CN bond rotation barriers, however, there must exist energy 
changes in the a bonds which occur upon dissociation and 
which differentially favor the conjugated over the saturated 
systems. 

In conclusion, the ab initio calculations described above 
predict that the ground state of the formamido radical is almost 
doubly degenerate. The two lowest states are of identical 
symmetry in the nonplanar geometry (which is probably pre
ferred by one of them at least), but of different symmetry, 2 
and II, in the planar conformations. Further, the II state is 
predicted to possess two potential minima which are almost 
degenerate also, whereas the second geometry for the S state 
lies significantly above the first in energy. Presumably the two 
low-lying states would both be populated except at the lowest 
temperatures if the predicted energetics are close to correct. 
It should be emphasized that no final conclusions concerning 
relative stabilities of closely spaced states can be made from 
these calculations. More advanced calculations, which would 
include both polarization functions and configuration inter-

I. Introduction 

Of the three published dinucleotide crystal structures,'~4 

only that of uridylyl-(3',5')-adenosine (UpA) is marked by 
conformations distinctly different from model RNA5 or DNA6 

dinucleotide geometries. Two UpA structures, designated 
UpA 1 and UpA 2, are found in the unit cell and are charac
terized by open conformations with a distance between bases 
(R 12) of 6.8 and 11.8 A, respectively. By contrast, crystalline 
adenylyl-(3',5')-uridine (ApU) adopts a right-handed incipient 
helical conformation3 similar to the RNA 11 form (R \ 2 * 4.6 

action, are required before definitive conclusions can be drawn. 
(In addition, the relative stability order presumably can be 
switched by substituting suitable groups for the hydrogen 
atoms.) According to present calculations, the allylic form IIa 

evidently does not correspond to a potential minimum on the 
energy surface for the ground state. Thus I IN and IIo do not 
represent merely valence-bond structures which contribute to 
a resonance hybrid, but correspond closely to the dominant 
structures at the two geometries which are potential minima 
on the n surface. The quantum-mechanical reason for this 
behavior is not clear. 
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A). It has been suggested that the UpA crystal structures are 
two of seven basic conformations from which the secondary 
structures of all polynucleotides can be generated7 and that 
UpA 1 may be an important component in the structure of 
tRNA loops.''2>7 In this paper we utilize optical criteria to 
investigate whether the UpA conformations found in the 
crystal contribute to the conformation(s) inferred to be present 
in aqueous solution. 

Comparison of the predicted optical properties of UpA 1 and 
UpA 2 with the solution spectra is important for several rea
sons. Conformational energy calculations indicate a broad 
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Figure 1. Numbering convention used for adenine and uracil with exper 
imental transition energies and polarizations (— unprotonated, - - -
protonated, see Table I). 

global minimum near the RNA polymer geometry with a 
higher energy for the crystal forms.8 While these calculations 
are meaningful for the conformation in the absence of crystal 
forces, they do not consider interactions of water with the di-
nucleotide, which, for the uncharged nucleic acid forms, may 
stabilize the compact RNA and DNA conformations at the 
expense of the open UpA 1 and UpA 2 structures. Our analysis 
provides an estimate of the contribution of the UpA 1 and UpA 
2 structures to the dinucleotide conformation in aqueous so
lution. Furthermore, because of the relatively small difference 
between the optical properties of UpA and its constituent 
mononucleotides, it has been assumed that UpA is substan
tially less stacked than other dinucleotides.9-13 Previous cal
culations of the circular dichroism (CD) of unprotonated UpA 
reveal that the major features of the solution spectrum can be 
predicted from interactions between bases oriented in a 
stacked, right-handed, incipient helical conformation.14''-
However, the calculated spectra are larger than the experi
mental values at room temperature by a factor of 10. The 
present study explores whether the observed low UpA optical 
activity could originate from a single solution conformation 
similar to the UpA 1 or UpA 2 structures. Since in the x-ray 
study the crystals were grown in an acid solution, we also 
consider the effects of proter.ation on the optical activity of 
UpA. To insure the greatest credibility the calculations were 
performed by a variety of methods. These include the use of 
purely experimental monomer transition parameters in addi
tion to theoretical values similar to those of previous studies. 
In order to estimate the effect of small conformational changes 
and to illustrate how low optical activity can occur even in a 
highly stacked structure, we discuss the origin of the CD for 
each conformation. The specifics of the methods are outlined 
in section II, the results of the CD calculations and their im
plications for the structure of UpA are presented in section III, 
the various methods of calculating CD are compared in section 
IV, and the calculated optical properties of uracil, adenine, and 
protonated adenine are discussed in section V. 

II. Calculations 

The structures and numbering schemes for uracil and ade
nine are shown in Figure 1. The circular dichroism was cal
culated for four conformations: the two crystal structures, UpA 
1 and UpA 2; UpA with the bases parallel and ten bases per 
turn as reported for the B form of DNA;6 and UpA with 11 
bases per turn as reported for RNA l l . 5 We employed the 

coupled oscillator theory as developed by Johnson and Tinoco 
(JT)1 4 and the generalized susceptibility method (GS).16 '17 

Only 7T-x* transitions were explicitly included. All electron 
calculations show low-lying n-ir* (250 nm) and higher energy 
a—7T* (205 nm) transitions for adenine and uracil.18 Hug and 
Tinoco have pointed out that the n-7r* transitions contribute 
to the CD of the mononucleotides, but that interactions among 
TT-TT* transitions of the bases should dominate the CD of the 
dinucleotide18 as long as the bases are approximately parallel, 
as in the four geometries under consideration. Thus the low-
energy in-plane transitions should give a reasonable estimate 
of the near ultraviolet CD spectrum of UpA. 

Calculation of the generalized susceptibility is the focus of 
the GS methods.16'17 This quantity relates the size and direc
tion of the induced electric (magnetic) moment of the molecule 
to the perturbing magnetic (electric) field of the radiation. The 
wave function of the dimer is written as a Hartree product and 
the monomers interact because the field perturbing each base 
includes components from both the external disturbance and 
induced moments on the other base. Monomer interactions are 
computed by means of the dipole-dipole potential, which may 
be evaluated with transition moments either from theoretical 
models or from experiment. We have used the elegant matrix 
formulation of Harris16 where, from a single complex sus
ceptibility, one can evaluate absorption, circular dichroism, 
optical rotatory dispersion, and polarizability. Harris and 
Schneider19 have used the GS method to study the optical 
activity of ApA and UpU. We have followed their method of 
calculation with the following modifications. In calculations 
using the particle-in-a-rectangular-box model for the mono
mer, the box dimensions were calibrated to match the low-
energy bands of adenine and uracil and the boxes were posi
tioned so that their centers and longer dimensions corresponded 
to the center and low-energy transition directions of the bases 
in the dimer geometries. We have also calculated the monomer 
susceptibilities using experimental energies, half-widths, 
transition directions, and oscillator strengths (Table I) for the 
low-energy TT-TT* transitions on each monomer. We solved the 
polymer matrix equations directly rather than using the spe
cific dimer form.19 This approach will allow us to consider in 
future studies the effects of general polymer interactions on 
optical spectra. The results of the GS calculation using ex
perimental transition properties are presented for each ge
ometry in Figures 2 and 3. 

The JT method14 for calculating optical activity for dinu-
cleotides advances earlier coupled oscillator theories by par
titioning the dimer wave function for an excited state into two 
parts. Monomer states with transition energies at wavelengths 
above 220 nm are coupled by solving a secular equation con
structed from point monopole interaction potentials. The 
contribution of this part of dimer wave functions to the low-
energy CD is calculated from a coupled oscillator expression 
for rotational strength. The contribution to the CD from higher 
energy monomer states is obtained from the Kirkwood polar
izability expression using polarizabilities arising from transi
tions below 220 nm. Our CD calculations for UpA used the JT 
method as published,14 except for the following alterations: the 
monomer wave functions described below were used; the 
transition dipoles were used as calculated rather than scaled 
to agree with experimental dipole strengths; we included all 
transitions above 200 nm in the secular determinant; the po
larizabilities used to calculate high-energy contributions to the 
CD were further corrected to include only transitions not 
considered explicitly; and the CD band shapes were con
structed from a weighted sum of Gaussians whose half-widths 
were determined by fitting the absorption spectra of the mo
nomers to curves centered at the calculated transition energies 
(Table I). The results of the JT calculations are also presented 
in Figures 2 and 3. 
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Table I. Results of Molecular Orbital Calculations 

Energy 
eV (nm) 

Bailey 
Adenine 

4.638(267.3) 
4.774(259.7) 
5.825(212.8) 
5.993(206.9) 

Protonated adenine 
4.421 (280.4) 
4.756(260.7) 
5.504(225.3) 
6.647 (205.0) 

Uracil 
4.824(257.0) 
5.647(219.6) 
5.786(214.3) 
6.476(191.4) 

Oscillator 
strength 

Parameteri 

0.02 
0.43 
0.50 
0.35 

0.27 
0.15 
0.60 
0.12 

0.33 
0.18 
0.41 
0.63 

Adams and Miller Parame 
Adenine 

4.496(275.8) 
4.882(254.0) 
5.726(216.5) 
5.991 (206.9) 

Protonated adenine 
4.567(271.5) 
5.146(240.9) 
5.833(212.5) 
6.624(187.2) 

Uracil 
4.751 (261.0) 
5.403 (229.4) 
5.887(210.6) 
6.410(193.4) 

Experimental adenine'' 
4.768 (260) 
5.961 (208) 
6.703 (185) 

Protonated adenine8 

4.538(273.2) 
4.823(257.1) 
6.013 (206.2) 

Uracil'' 
4.787(259) 
6.138(202) 

0.09 
0.38 
0.02 
0.90 

0.37 
0.45 
0.02 
0.37 

0.34 
0.02 
0.41 
0.83 

0.3 
0.4 

0.08 
0.20 
0.16 

0.2 
0.3 

Polarization," 
deg 

- 2 5 
38 

- 5 4 
- 9 4 

- 2 
-118 
- 9 4 

15 

- 3 
- 7 0 

-166 
- 4 3 

24 
58 
10 

-63 

14 
-96 
-41 

- 1 0 
- 6 5 
- 9 8 
- 2 3 

100 

87/ 

- 2 8 
or 92 
15 

90 
•' o r l h 

or -83- / 

" Devoe and Tinoco angle convention; H. Devoe and I. Tinoco, Jr., 
J. MoI. Biol., 4, 518-527 (1962). * Reference 22. ' Reference 23. 
" Energies and oscillator strengths from L. B. Clark and I. Tinoco, 
Jr., J. Am. Chem.Soc, 87, 11-15 (1965) and ref 32. ' 'R.F.Stewart 
and N. Davidson,/. Chem. Phys., 39, 255-266 (1965). /Reference 
37. g Reference 31. * W. A. Eaton and T. P. Lewis, / . Chem. Phys., 
53, 2164-2172 (1970). ' Used as experimental polarization in this 
calculation. 

Wave functions for the JT calculation were computed by 
the PPP method20 with configuration interaction for all singly 
excited states. The two-center repulsion integrals were ap
proximated according to Nishimoto and Mataga.21 Transition 
dipoles were calculated from the length operator in the point 
dipole approximation. The geometry for the PPP calculation 
was an average of the four UpA geometries, ignoring all out-
of-plane coordinates. Atoms 1, 4, and 5 of uracil and atoms 4, 
5, and 7 of adenine were used to specify the reference planes. 
Two methods were used to calculate the wave functions;22'23 

they treat the core integrals and protonation differently and 
use slightly different values of the ionization potentials, elec
tron affinities, and repulsion integrals. Both methods have been 
used previously to calculate the optical activity of nucleic 
acids.24'25 The Adams and Miller method23 (AM) employs an 

220 

Figure 2. Calculated and experimental circular dichroism spectra for 
unprotonated UpA. (a-d) calculated spectra in the geometries UpA 1, 
UpA 2, RNA 1 1, and B DNA, respectively. Spectra calculated using 
generalized susceptibility method with experimental transition parameters 
(—). Spectra calculated by coupled oscillator method using Bailey, PPP 
wave functions ( - - - - ) . (e) Experimental circular dichroism (X 10) of UpA 
pH 7 in aqueous solution. Monomer spectra at the appropriate pH have 
been subtracted. 

220 

Figure 3. Calculated circular dichroism spectra for protonated UpA: a-d 
as in Figure 2; (e) experimental circular dichroism (X 10) of UpA at pH 
2 with monomer spectra at the appropriate pH subtracted. 

explicitly orthogonalized basis set and computes the core in
tegrals from an empirical expression. The effects of protonation 
on the AM adenine wave functions are included by adjusting 
the Slater exponent, ionization potential, and coulomb integral 
of N( 1) in accord with the core charge at the site of protona
tion.25 The Bailey method22 uses an implicitly orthogonalized 
basis and computes the two-center core integrals for nearest 
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a) UpA I 
R(2 = 6 8 S 

RI2 = I I S 2 

b) UpA 2 

C) B DNA 

d) RNA I 

Figure 4. Weighted moment diagrams for unprotonated UpA in the four 
geometries studied. Bases and transition moments indicated by solid lines 
lie above those with dotted lines. Ri? denotes the distance between the 
centers of the nucleic acid bases. The arrows on the bases are the low-
energy experimental monomer transition moments. The encircled region 
of each panel shows the principal monomer contributions to the lowest 
energy excited state transition moment of the dinucleotide in the exciton 
approximation: MLpA = f\M\ + CLML-The curved arrow shows the circular 
polarization giving larger low-energy absorption by virtue of greater co
incidence with the weighted transition moments. 

neighbors from the gradient of the overlap integral.26 In the 
Bailey PPP calculation the effect of protonation on the a 
charge density of every atom is included by adjustment of the 
one-center core integrals.27 Relevant a charges were obtained 
from the CNDO results for 9-methyladenine.28 In the Ap
pendix we list details of the parameterization. Results of the 
molecular orbital calculations are presented in Table I. 

III. Crystal Structures and Solution Conformation 

The experimental solution spectra of neutral and protonated 
UpA are shown in Figures 2 and 3. The spectra of uridine and 
adenosine at the appropriate pH have been subtracted from 
the experimental results to correct for the optical activity due 
to sugar-base interactions.14 Although the experimental UpA 
spectrum is not sensitive to pH, the corrected spectrum shows 
a slight pH dependence. The circular dichroism of UpA is 
sufficiently small that uncertainty in the monomer contribution 
(e.g., due to different glycosyl torsion angles in the monomer 
and dimer) could introduce errors in the corrected spectra. 
However, the subtraction procedure still seems the best 
available to compare spectra calculated using only base-base 
interactions with experimental results. 

The low-energy region of the CD spectra calculated for 
unprotonated UpA may be compared with experimental results 
(Figure 2). The calculated spectra for the B DNA and RNA 
11 geometries resemble the neutral solution spectrum as pre
viously reported.141^ The sign of the calculated CD of UpA 
1 is opposite to that of the experimental result. For UpA 2 the 
GS method, but not the JT, gives the correct sign for the low-
energy band. Identical conclusions are also reached using the 
AM wave functions in the JT calculations and the free electron 
model in the GS calculations. The major differences between 
the JT and GS results can be traced to differences in the 
magnitudes and directions of the experimental and theoretical 
transition moments and will be discussed in section IV. 

In spite of the ambiguities of the transition moment direc
tions, two conclusions can be drawn regarding the crystal 
structures and the conformations of UpA in neutral solution. 
The calculated spectrum of UpA 1 is inconsistent with the 
observed solution spectrum; the intensity of the low-energy 

transition precludes dominant contributions of this structure 
to any distribution of conformations UpA may assume in so
lution. Second, UpA 2 cannot be ruled out as a possible solution 
conformation on the basis of the calculated CD spectra. 
However, the low-energy absorption band calculated by the 
GS method for both the B DNA and RNA 11 geometries is 
hypochromic (about 11% hypochromicity) as observed ex
perimentally (3.0%),9 while that calculated for UpA 2 is 
slightly hyperchromic (about 0.2% hyperchromicity). This 
result argues that UpA 2 is not the sole solution conformer. 

The CD spectra calculated for the protonated dinucleotide 
are shown in Figure 3. In the B DNA and RNA 11 confor
mations the optical activity calculated using theoretical tran
sition polarizations mimics the observed effects of protonation. 
In contrast the GS calculations using experimental transition 
data for protonated adenine (Table I) in the UpA 1 and RNA 
11 geometries reproduce the main features of the experimental 
spectrum. Although the observed hypochromicity of UpA is 
undiminished at pH I,9 the absorption spectra calculated for 
the UpA 1 and RNA 11 conformers exhibit less than 1% hy
pochromicity. On the basis of the experimentally derived 
transition moment data, stacked structures similar to either 
RNA 11 or UpA 1 are consistent with the observed CD spec
trum of the protonated molecule. Molecular models show that 
small conformational changes transform the bases in the RNA 
11 conformation into their relative position in the B DNA 
geometry. Since the B DNA conformation gives a strongly 
hypochromic (10%) absorption spectrum and a low-energy CD 
opposite to that in the RNA 11 geometry, slight stacking of the 
RNA 11 conformation should cause an increased hypochro
micity and a further decrease in the intensity of the CD as in 
the experimental spectrum. 

The CD of UpA in the various conformations can be un
derstood in terms of the directions of the transition moments 
of the nucleic acid bases. Although the direction of a transition 
moment in each base is ambiguous to rotation through 180°, 
the relative direction of the monomer moments multiplied by 
the mixing coefficients of a dimer excited state is fixed. A 
simple diagram of the weighted low-energy transition moments 
of uracil and adenine reveals the geometric dependence of the 
sign and magnitude of the long wavelength CD band. The sign 
can be determined by comparing the simultaneous coincidence 
of the electric field direction at each monomer with the relative 
direction of the weighted moments in the lowest energy ori
entation. For example, the sign of the lowest energy band will 
be positive if the weighted transition moments are in a left-
handed helical arrangement. The magnitude of the dichroism 
will depend on: (1) the magnitudes of the weighted transition 
moments (the extent these transitions mix in the excited state); 
(2) the component of the second transition perpendicular to 
the first (this component, on average, distinguishes the effects 
of left and right circularly polarized light); and (3) the rotation 
of the circularly polarized light over the length of the molecule 
(i.e., 2-n:R\ij\o,\ where XOA is the wavelength of the dimer 
transition O ~* A and R12 the distance between bases). These 
effects are quantitatively expressed in the coupled oscillator 
equation for rotational strength14 

7?OA = - ( X / 2 C X 0 A ) E R | 2 ' 
a,b 

X C2
AM2b 

where a and b are sums over the transitions on monomer 1 and 
2, respectively, /x designates the transition moment, and c,- the 
contribution of the monomer excited state to the dimer excited 
state. 

Diagrams of the weighted transition moments (experimental 
monomer data) of unprotonated adenine and uracil for the 
low-energy transition in the UpA 1, UpA 2, B DNA, and RNA 
11 geometries are shown in Figure 4. The basis of our results 
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are clarified in this figure. For UpA 1 the calculated low-
energy band is negative because the weighted moments are in 
a right-handed helical arrangement. Both weighted moments 
are fairly large and the angle between them is sufficient to 
expect an intense CD. UpA 2 is an open structure, which leads 
to little mixing of the uracil transition in the low-energy dimer 
state. The moments are in a left helical arrangement and, 
hence, the calculated spectrum will have a small positive 
low-energy CD band. In B DNA and RNA 11 the moments 
are in a left-handed helical arrangement with significant 
mixing and, consequently, the calculated low-energy CD band 
is reasonably intense and positive. 

The relatively low intensity near 260 nm of the unprotonated 
JT spectrum for RNA 11 (Figure 2) is of special interest. In 
this geometry the weak intensity is due to the small angle be
tween the principal low-energy transition moments calculated 
from the Bailey wave functions (section IV). This would be an 
example of a stacked conformation with a low CD. In contrast, 
for a dinucleotide in this geometry with identical bases, e.g., 
ApA or UpU, the relative angle would be the helix increment 
angle (33°) and the intensity of the CD spectrum would be 
nearly maximum. 

An analogous analysis of Figure 3 is complicated by the 
presence of two reasonably intense low-energy transitions in 
protonated adenine. Here the calculated optical activity in the 
UpA 2 conformation is much lower than that observed ex
perimentally. Figures 1 and 4 may be combined to visualize 
the relative monomer polarizations for protonated UpA. In the 
UpA 1, RNA 11, and B DNA geometries the lowest energy 
protonated adenine transition is approximately perpendicular 
to the low-energy uracil transition (angles of 88, 82, and 86°, 
respectively). Thus, there is little mixing of uracil in the lowest 
energy exciton transition near 273 nm, which has a corre
spondingly low rotational strength. Although for UpA 1 and 
RNA 11 this dimer transition has the same circular polariza
tion as in the neutral case (right-handed for UpA 1 and left-
handed for RNA 11 as in Figure 4), only in the RNA 11 ge
ometry is it sufficiently strong to dominate the oppositely po
larized low-energy band near 260 nm resulting from interac
tion between the 259 and 257 nm transitions on uracil and 
protonated adenine. The low-energy CD calculated for the 
protonated B DNA conformation is determined by this nega
tive 260 nm band. The cancellation of two oppositely polarized 
CD bands as in the protonated UpA 1 and RNA 11 confor
mations illustrates a second mechanism by which a stacked 
dinucleotide can exhibit low optical activity. 

Assuming that the monomer spectra have been approxi
mately subtracted from the experimental spectrum there seem 
to be three possible explanations for the low intensity of the 
room-temperature UpA circular dichroism: (1) UpA is highly 
stacked, but the small CD is due to the coincidence of the 
low-energy monomer transition moments (section IV) or 
cancellation of oppositely signed exciton bands; (2) UpA is 
unstacked, e.g., as in the UpA 2 conformation; or (3) UpA has 
no preferred secondary structure, but exists in a continuous 
range of conformations17-29 or in a mixture of conformations 
with intense oppositely signed bands, e.g., as a combination of 
the UpA 1 and RNA 11 conformations at neutral pH. The first 
possibility seems unlikely, since in order for a stacked structure 
to have coincident moments either UpA assumes a stacked 
conformation greatly different from B DNA or RNA 11 or a 
large error must exist in the observed polarization of the low-
energy monomer transition moments. Cancellation of exciton 
bands may occur when there are two low-energy transitions 
on one base, each oppositely signed as was calculated for pro
tonated UpA; such cancellations should not be important for 
unprotonated UpA. The second possibility can probably be 
ruled out on the basis of NMR evidence. At neutral pH uridine 
proton resonances H(5), H(6), and H(T) of UpA occur upfield 

" I I I I I I T 

EXPERIMENTAL 

EXPERIMENTAL BAILEY 

-80 -60 -40 -20 0 20 40 60 80 
RELATIVE ANGLE (DEGREES) 

Figure 5. The intensity of the low-energy maximum in the calculated CD 
spectrum of unprotonated UpA as a function of the adenine polarization 
(see text); the relative angle is the angle between the low energy adenine 
and uracil moments: (a) UpA 2 conformation; (b) RNA 1 1 conformation. 
The following results are summarized in the figure: (—) generalized 
susceptibility calculations as in Figure 2; (—) Tinoco coupled oscillator 
calculation using transitions above 200 nm on uracil and neutral adenine 
from Bailey wave functions and a dipole interaction potential, but ignoring 
the polarizability correction; (• • •) Tinoco coupled oscillator calculation 
using experimental transition parameters and 10-nm half-width Gaussian 
bands; (X) intensity of a complete Tinoco method calculation as in Figure 
2. The relative angles in the two geometries for the experimental and 
molecular orbital results are indicated by arrows. 

relative to those of free uridine,'3 probably the result of adenine 
ring current effects, which would become negligible at dis
tances greater than 7 A.30 

Thus these spectroscopic considerations suggest that UpA 
exists in a range of conformations in solution and that the 
crystal structures are not dominant solution conformers. These 
results are an independent verification of the conclusions drawn 
from in vacuo potential energy calculations.8 

IV. Comparison of Methods 

In the theoretical spectra of Figures 2 and 3 the GS method 
employed experimental transition moments, while the JT 
method used calculated polarizations and oscillator strengths 
(Table I). Since there is a large discrepancy between the the
oretical and experimental adenine transition moments (section 
V), we have calculated the intensity of the low-energy CD band 
for unprotonated UpA by both methods as a function of the 
polarization of the adenine moments (Figure 5). Polarization 
was changed by rotating all moments together in the plane of 
adenine about its center and does not represent a conforma
tional change such as unstacking. This study leads to several 
conclusions. First, the similarity of the curves from the JT and 
GS calculations suggests that differences in the magnitudes 
and polarizations of the transition moments are the primary 
cause of discrepancies between the two methods. For example, 
both methods would give the same sign for the low-energy CD 
of UpA 2 if the principal long wavelength theoretical and ex
perimental transition moments had the same polarization. 
Discrepancies previously reported between GS and JT calcu
lations of the optical activity of ApA as a function of the helix 
increment angle'9 originate in the choice of geometric models 
rather than inherent differences in the two methods. Second, 
the unprotonated RNA 11 spectrum as calculated by the JT 
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Table II. Ionization Potentials, / (eV), One-Center Coulomb Repulsion Integrals, y (eV), and Slater Exponents, f, Used in the Molecular 
Orbital Calculations" 

/ 

T 

f 

C 

11.16 

11.13 
(10.80) 

3.25 

N 

14.12 

12.34 

3.9 

^ amino 

25.73 
(28.78) 

16.76 
(16.47) 

3.9 
(4.25) 

N pyrrol ic 

25.00 
(28.78) 

16.76 
(16.47) 

3.9 
(4.25) 

1^" l a c t a m 

26.77 
(28.78) 

16.76 
(16.47) 

3.9 
(4.25) 

6 

17.70 

15.23 

4.55 

" When the parameters used in the two methods differ the values appropriate to the Adams and Miller calculations are given in parenthe-

method illustrates how low CD intensity can arise from nearly 
parallel transitions, as described in section III. Finally, dis
agreement between experimental and theoretical transition 
polarizations may lead to serious ambiguities in the sign and 
magnitude of the CD. 

Estimates of the errors in polarized reflectance studies for 
nucleic acid crystals suggest that the experimental polariza
tions should be within 20° of the actual values for the isolated 
molecule.3' PPP (ref 22, 32, and Table I) and recent C N D O -
CI calculations'8 give results for adenine which are outside of 
this range. We conclude that experimental values are presently 
the most reliable source of transition energies, intensities, and 
polarizations and that optical activity calculations which by
pass explicit use of wave functions should be pursued. Previous 
workers have used combinations of experimental polarizations 
and calculated monopoles to compute the CD of polynucleo
tides.333^ Our application of the GS method and analogous 
JT calculations using experimental monomer transition pa
rameters indicate that use of dipole-dipole interaction potential 
is sufficiently accurate for the geometries considered here. For 
example, the primary differences between the monopole and 
dipole results in Figure 5 can be traced to larger values of the 
calculated oscillator strengths (Table I). 

V. Molecular Orbital Results 

In this section we will discuss the results of the molecular 
orbital calculations (Table I). It should be pointed out that 
Bailey has previously calculated the electronic properties of 
neutral adenine and uracil by her method.24 We have used 
slightly different geometries consistent with the conformations 
of interest. Molecular orbital results by the AM method for 
these molecules have not been published to our knowledge. 

From Table I energies, oscillator strengths and polarizations 
evidently compare favorably with experimental data, except 
for the polarization of adenine. Poor adenine polarization is 
a common result of PPP calculations;24-32 it may reflect low 
IT character of the C(6)-N(6) bond, which is suggested by the 
noncoplanarity of N(6) in the crystal structures of many ad
enine derivatives.'-2-36 Disagreement between the CD spectra 
calculated by the JT and GS methods can be traced to different 
polarizations of the adenine transitions (section IV). 

We predict that the low-energy absorption band of unpro-
tonated adenine is composed of two transitions, in agreement 
with previous theoretical24-32 and experimental37-38 results. 
The second transition has been difficult to observe experi
mentally and there has been speculation whether there are two 
nearly degenerate transitions or the hidden transition is rela
tively weak.37 Our results support the latter explanation. This 
weak second transition plays a more important role when the 
molecule is protonated (see below). Although two transitions 
have been observed in the low-energy absorption band of 6-
azauracil,39 we do not predict two low-energy transitions for 
uracil. 

Both PPP methods show that the calculated absorption 
spectrum of adenine has red shifted on protonation in agree

ment with experimental observations. The two methods treat 
protonation differently (see Appendix). Both parameteriza-
tibns lead to a twofold increase in the core parameter at the site 
of protonation on adenine, N(I ) , which results in a large in
crease in the electron density at this atom as expected. Ex
amination of the wave functions reveals that the lowest energy 
transition is to the same state for both protonated and unpro-
tonated adenine. For this transition the large transition mo
nopole18 at N(I ) in neutral adenine appears at C(2) in the 
protonated molecule and, consequently, the oscillator strength 
increases. This result was found for both parametrizations. 
According to these PPP results, a change of transition energy 
does not cause the observed red shift of adenine on protonation; 
rather, it is primarily a result of increased intensity of the 
previously hidden transition. Consequently, the long wave
length compent of the adenine 260-nm absorption band can 
be observed in the spectrum of protonated adenine.31 

CNDO-CI results18 show that protonation increases the 
intensity of one of the low-energy transitions, but that the en
ergy ordering of the excited states also changes. Although these 
all-electron calculations probably treat the quantum me
chanical basis of the electron distribution with more rigor, we 
have utilized PPP wave functions which, in general, are cali
brated to better reproduce TT-TT* transition energies. 

VI. Conclusions 

Our comparison of the calculated absorption and circular 
dichroism of UpA with the experimental room temperature 
optical properties indicates that neither structure found in 
crystalline UpA can be the dominant solution conformation 
of unprotonated UpA, but that the structure of UpA 1 may be 
important at low pH. The low intensity of the UpA circular 
dichroism spectrum was investigated theoretically; and with 
the aid of ancillary NMR data, we suggest that UpA exists in 
a range of conformations in solution. These purely spectro
scopic considerations independently confirm the major con
clusions of the in vacuo conformational energy calculations of 
UpA.8 

Once the differences between experimental and calculated 
transition moment directions have been taken into account, 
similar CD spectra are calculated using a Tinoco coupled os
cillator calculation with theoretical monopole interactions, a 
generalized susceptibility calculation with a free-electron 
monomer model, and coupled oscillator and generalized sus
ceptibility calculations which include only experimental 
transition moments for transitions at wavelengths greater than 
200 nm. The latter approximation suggests a reliable way to 
calculate dinucleotide circular dichroism without recourse to 
wave functions. PPP calculations on neutral and protonated 
adenine indicate that the observed 260 nm adenine absorption 
band is composed of two transitions. The red shift observed on 
protonation is a result of enhanced intensity of the previsouly 
weak lower energy component. 
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Appendix 
Details of the Molecular Orbital Parameterization. Ioniza

tion potentials, one-center core integrals, and Slater exponents 
employed in PPP calculations using methods of Bailey22 and 
Adams and Miller23 are presented in Table II. For entries with 
two values the number in parentheses is the Adams and Miller 
value. Two-center coulomb repulsion integrals were calculated 
by the Nishimoto and Mataga formula21 and overlap integrals 
by the Mulliken formula.40 In the Bailey method the core in
tegrals are 

Hrr = — Ir 

Hrs = {h2/mR)(dSrs/dR) (ref26) 

where S is the overlap integral and /? = | R1- — Rs|, and effects 
of protonation are included through the influence of the change 
in the a charge, AQ", on the one-center core integral23 

Atf„=(gH+)(7rH + ) - E AQs" yr, 

with yrH+ = 14.352 eV,41 where H+ is the added proton. 
The Adams and Miller method employs a Lowdin basis 

set 

Hx = S- ' / 2 HS- ' / 2 

//« = HHrr + Hss)[Srs - 0.0855/?„ + 0.24639] 
- nr(S„/4)(yrr + 7„) - ns(Sr,/4)(y.„ + yrs) 

where nr is the number of electrons contributed to the IT system 
by atom r and the last two terms in the square bracket are ig
nored for interatomic distances Rrs > 2.882 A. To include 
protonation in this method, the parameters of adenine N(I) 
are changed to / = 26.12 eV, y = 15.44 eV, and f = 
4.35.25-42 
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